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The Future of Athletics at Armstrong

ETHAN SMITH
SPORTS EDITOR

Athletics was once a staple of student-life here at the Georgia Southern-Armstrong campus, but now the future of athletics on this campus is, bluntly, all over the place. With athletics at the forefront of the consolidation issues, Armstrong has created some plans pertaining the future of Division I athletics and recreational activities for students here in Savannah.

A team from Hastings+Chivetta Architects created two plans pertaining to outdoor and indoor recreational ideas involving the Alumni Arena and the open area around it. Both concepts would cost roughly 16 to 19 million dollars, with plans to change the interior of the Alumni Arena and add an outdoor area.

Also, in the assessment, the notion of Division I athletics coming to this campus was brought up. “With the consolidation, athletics will no longer be competing in NCAA Division II but rather will be a part of Division I sports. The first step is to determine the feasibility of and the impacts associated with upgrading existing venues to meet NCAA D1 requirements. These outcomes must be examined through a realistic lens.”

The company and the committee took each individual sport into account based on what would have to be added to each athletic area. For example, Armstrong’s soccer field would only need to add new bleachers (200 more to meet the requirements), a new press box and infrastructure improvement. Each sport has individual requirements that must be met to satisfy D1 standards, meaning each sport will be treated individually.

The Athletic Center also got love and an interesting design, which is below:

Of course all of these ideas are just suggestions, but they can be the base to what may eventually happen for athletics here at Armstrong in the coming years. The ideas placed are very plausible and very much a possibility; however, time will tell if these ideas become reality. I believe that if they do become reality, it would greatly benefit our campus and more in- volve the Armstrong campus into Georgia Southern student-life. Below are pictures of each concept:

Week of Events, March 22 - March 27

22 LGBT+ Discussion Group
3-4PM Counseling Center
23 Big Blue Party
2-5PM Burnett Lawn
24 March For Our Lives
Savannah
1-3PM Wright Square
25 Flannery O’Connor Birthday Parade and Street Fair
1-4PM Lafayette Square
26 Salary Negotiation for Women: Get What You’re Worth!
12-1PM Student Union Ballrooms B&C
27 Southern Tailgate
11AM-2PM Student Union
TOMB RAIDER "Brings Lara Croft To Life"

Dan Goggins, who was bad fit for the character. This is a testament to the bad pacing of the game had. Part of this is not stack up. It does not have the same level of gravity to Bridge into a sequel that the studio could use him. Mathias’ movie character is most bothersome issue with him out to be. Arguably, the most striking thing about the character when he straightforward and up-and-coming talent is there was something for everyone and discovering new artists from all over the country that the greatest thing is this, it happened here, in our own backyard. We're very lucky to have a town that can draw such talent and contribute so much of its own. Until next time!

As most of the scenes from the film were directly extracted from the 2013 game, a shot-for-shot remake of the island landing is nearly a peacock by a chain of linked balloons passed through the crowd and a family car-sized opossum puppet. At Ships of the Sea, Stopover offered a line-up with a diverse lineup that included me. The sequence of the 9th indie-rock band, pavement. The flaky swagger of the band The Medium, in cluded a moment when frontman, Shane Perry kicked over a stack of "Titanic" (yes, the movie) VHS tapes propped up around his stage. Though the lead sing ing did not ride a live horse onto the stage, Of Montreal delivered incredible visuals and theatrics during their performance, including an appearance of the band’s movie star with a flat seriousness a testament to the bad pacing of the game had. Part of this is not stack up. It does not have the same level of gravity to Bridge into a sequel that the studio could use him. Mathias’ movie character is most bothersome issue with him out to be. Arguably, the most striking thing about the character when he straightforward and up-and-coming talent is there was something for everyone and discovering new artists from all over the country that the greatest thing is this, it happened here, in our own backyard. We're very lucky to have a town that can draw such talent and contribute so much of its own. Until next time!

As most of the scenes from the film were directly extracted from the 2013 game, a shot-for-shot remake of the island landing is nearly a peacock by a chain of linked balloons passed through the crowd and a family car-sized opossum puppet. At Ships of the Sea, Stopover offered a line-up with a diverse lineup that included me. The sequence of the 9th indie-rock band, pavement. The flaky swagger of the band The Medium, in cluded a moment when frontman, Shane Perry kicked over a stack of "Titanic" (yes, the movie) VHS tapes propped up around his stage. Though the lead sing ing did not ride a live horse onto the stage, Of Montreal delivered incredible visuals and theatrics during their performance, including an appearance of the band’s movie star with a flat seriousness a testament to the bad pacing of the game had. Part of this is not stack up. It does not have the same level of gravity to Bridge into a sequel that the studio could use him. Mathias’ movie character is most bothersome issue with him out to be. Arguably, the most striking thing about the character when he straightforward and up-and-coming talent is there was something for everyone and discovering new artists from all over the country that the greatest thing is this, it happened here, in our own backyard. We're very lucky to have a town that can draw such talent and contribute so much of its own. Until next time!
President Herbert Reflects on St. Patrick’s Experience

On Saturday, as I looked around at nearly 100 students from our three campuses walking together in celebration in the Savannah St. Patrick’s Day Parade, I reflected on how we all have come together. Although the parade route is less than three miles long, I couldn’t help but think of the road we have taken to get us to this point of building the fourth largest university in the state, and the largest university south of Atlanta. Our University is now home to more than 27,000 students. Now it is time to come together again and celebrate during our inaugural Eagle Week for students. This week, I encourage you to join us in the excitement of being part of Georgia Southern and take advantage of the many fun experiences and activities that will help you to learn more about our new University, including its important processes. Ensuring your success underscores everything that we do. We want you to be prepared to successfully register for classes and complete your program. For our students who begin their coursework during our inaugural Eagle Week, you will have more about our new University, including its important processes. Ensuring your success underscores everything that we do. We want you to be prepared to successfully register for classes and complete your program. For our students who begin their coursework during our inaugural Eagle Week, you will have more about our new University, including its important processes. Ensuring your success underscores everything that we do. We want you to be prepared to successfully register for classes and complete your program. For our students who begin their coursework during our inaugural Eagle Week, you will have more about our new University, including its important processes. Ensuring your success underscores everything that we do. We want you to be prepared to successfully register for classes and complete your program. For our students who begin their coursework during our inaugural Eagle Week, you will have...
Georgia Southern’s two major sports teams, the GSU football team and the GSU basketball team, each had very opposite years in terms of success. With both of their seasons officially ending last week, I wanted to take time to review what has been a unique year for both GSU football and basketball.

The GSU football team, to be honest, throughout the year, played well below their usual level of expertise. I remember interviewing numerous people at Fan Fest last September and being amazed at the optimism of both the players and head coach Tyson Summers. Yet, that optimism went out the window ‘real quick.’

Georgia Southern had its worst start in 76 years (attained a 2-8 record in 1941) as they lost a record-breaking, consecutive, nine games, which eventually led to Tyson Summers’ to be released from the team. Interim head coach Chad Lunsford did make the future a little hopeful as the Eagles were able to defeat both South Alabama and Louisiana to win two of their final three games. They finished the season 2-10, which is technically their worst record in team history, but with the way they finished the season, the Eagles recovered.

Basketball this year for GSU detailed a different story. The Eagles defeated the ACC’s Wake Forest early on to start the season on a seven-game win streak. In terms of how they managed in the Sun Belt Conference, they finished third with an 11-7 record but were knocked out in the semifinals by Georgia State in the Sun Belt tournament. Overall, the Eagles had a solid season but sadly couldn’t get it done in the postseason.

The Eagles are losing valuable seniors this year. G Mike Hughes, who averaged 11.1 points per game over his four-year career. G BJ Gladden only played with the Eagles for two seasons and was a solid bench player. F Jake Allsmiller, who finished second all-time in three-pointers made at Georgia Southern will be greatly missed. F Coye Simmons and G Tione Jones were also very important to GSU’s success, and they will also be missed as they depart onto their careers.

In terms of other players, G Tookie Brown was once again named first-team All-Sun Belt for the third straight year and G Ike Smith eclipsed 1,000 points on his career.

In terms of the future, Tookie Brown, Ike Smith and Montague Glenn will all be seniors next season, so the loss of important seniors will be replaced by another very solid group of seniors. If terms of recruiting, Georgia Southern hasn’t done much yet, but basketball recruiting is more prominent in the summer. The class of seniors that left GSU this year set the program up for success, and I believe Tookie Brown and company will continue that success when the 2018-2019 season rolls around.

Both GSU football and basketball have bright futures ahead of them. Chad Lansford and Mark Byington have set those teams up to be ready for the near future, and only time will tell if each team will achieve greater success. For now, GSU baseball and other sports are in action, so support GSU and all their sports as much as you can. Go Eagles!